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I. TOPIC DESCRIPTION 

For a long time, economists studied given markets and mechanisms to predict outcomes, future 

developments or generally the participants’ behavior. In contrast, Market Design uses theory, 

empirical and experimental work to design markets which incentivize their participants in a way 

that leads to a “desirable” outcome. In this, the designer can have different objectives, for 

example: Maximizing efficiency, welfare or minimizing negative externalities. 

Prominent applications of Market Design include, quite topical, Germany’s auction of 5G mobile 

licenses and matching markets, where there are two large populations that need to be matched 

to one another (think of hospitals and interns, students and dorm rooms or kidney donors and 

receivers). In this seminar, we think about ways to either design new markets or how we could 

alter existing ones in a socially beneficial way. Alternatively, research ideas could focus on 

finding failures or shortcomings of ineffectively designed markets. 

II. SCOPE OF THE SEMINAR 

Please note that no topics will be handed out. Instead, participants will develop their own 

research question in the broad field of Market Design. Using their own creative abilities, 

students design an economic experimental or field study that answers their research question. 

Students will work in groups of two or three. If the process of group formation is unsuccessful, 

participants will be assigned.  

The seminar starts with an introductory meeting on Wednesday, April 24 at 11:30 in building 

30.28, room R 220. Ideas for experiments or field studies will be presented in blocked events on 

May 27-29. Each presentation should last max. 20 minutes. Full attendance in all meetings is 

required for successful participation in the seminar. Seminar papers of 8 – 10 pages are to be 

handed in by August 15. 

Grades will be based on the quality of presentations in the seminar (50%) and the seminar 

paper (50%). Students can improve their grades by 0.3 for good and constructive discussion   

“Market design is a kind of economic engineering, utilizing laboratory research, game 

theory, algorithms, simulations, and more. Its challenges inspire us to rethink 

longstanding fundamentals of economic theory.” 

-Paul Milgrom 

 



contributions or by 0.7 for excellent and constructive discussion contributions. Application will 

be possible via the centralized platform until the 1st of April. 

Please note that we will ask you for a brief description of the topic and research idea you are 

interested in, in order to ensure a well-balanced variety in the seminar. Prior attendance of the 

courses “Economics and Behavior” and/or “Auction and Mechanism Design” is recommended 

but not required. For further questions, please contact David Huber (david.huber@kit.edu). 
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